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The creator of the natural skincare line Moon Magic, Liz McQuerry offers here a step-by-step guide for
organic cold-process soap crafting. McQuerry’s soaps lead to attractive and personal bathroom and kitchen
décor in the home, along with nifty gifts for just about any occasion. Here are instructions for: Mermaid
Kisses Salty Ocean Soap Golden Coconut Milk Soap Wines and Rose Soap Felted Soap Stones Refreshing
Lemon Solid Hair shampoo Bars Beard Wash Solid Soap Pubs And even more! From body pubs to hair care
pubs, with amazing tidbits and tips on herbs and gas blends, your household will enjoy a clean like never
before. After you learn to make your personal soap, you’ll also discover how to scent, color, style,
troubleshoot, and even sell your soap. Mainly utilizing kitchen substances to create a variety of innovative
soap blends?including felted soap, beer soap, and seasonal soaps?McQuerry will put you in touch with your
inner alchemist.
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Beautiful and easy to follow Awesome book full of beautiful pictures and easy to follow instructions. By
enough time I finished reading this publication I felt like a soap pro and my 1st batch of soap arrived
incredible, I can’t wait for it to cure so I can use it! The recipes were simple and fun, and we discovered
some very interesting info that we never knew before.I highly recommend this book for newbies and
professionals alike. Great book! You will love the energy the author brings to the craft! There's even places
by the end of the publication for my own scent notes, natural infusion notes and colorant notes! Best DIY
natural soap making book EVER!! Holy Guacamole! Who understood making really good for you soap was
so easy? It has a short history on soap, very useful, wonderful safety tips, dishes, photos for everything,
colorant suggestions, natural scent blends, assets, more strategies, wrapping ideas, simply anything is
covered and covered well. Very educational! She writer clearly adores her craft and imparts her wisdom
through the entire book.! This book far surpassed my DIY publication expectations, using entirely 100 %
natural ingredients for everything.!
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